Semantic priming of lexical decisions in young and old adults.
Twenty-four young (M = 28 years) and 24 old (M = 70 years) adults completed a lexical decision task in which they saw two strings of letters on each trial and were asked to respond "yes" only if both strings were words. For both ages, decisions were faster when the words were associated than when they were not. This pattern emerged for both ages, regardless of whether the associated pairs were category-member or descriptive-property associates. The same participants were also presented with a list of words to free recall. There was a decline with age both in the number of words recalled and in the degree of categorical clustering, particularly of low frequency category exemplars. Viewed from the perspective of two-process semantic activation models, these results place constraints on processing-deficit theories, and are consistent with the hypothesis that effortful processes change with aging, whereas automatic processes do not.